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• Introduction to the Flavor Physics 

• The Role of Flavor Physics (historical) 

• Flavor Physics (current issues) 

• Flavor Structure of the SM



Introduction:What is flavor physics?
What is flavor? several copies of the same 
gauge representation, i.e. several fields that are 
assigned the same quantum charges
!!
“Flavor physics” describes interactions that 
distinguish between flavors. 	

!
Interactions for fermions: 	

 	

  1)Gauge interactions- interactions that are related 
to unbroken symmetries and mediated therefore by 
massless gauge bosons, do not distinguish among the 
flavors and do not constitute part of flavor physics.	

!
  2) Yukawa interactions, where 2 fermions couple to 
a scalar ->  source of flavor and CP violation.
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gauge representation, i.e. several fields that are 
assigned the same quantum charges
!!
“Flavor physics” describes interactions that 
distinguish between flavors. 	

!
Interactions for fermions: 	

 	

  1)Gauge interactions- interactions that are related 
to unbroken symmetries and mediated therefore by 
massless gauge bosons, do not distinguish among the 
flavors and do not constitute part of flavor physics.	

!
  2) Yukawa interactions, where 2 fermions couple to 
a scalar ->  source of flavor and CP violation.

Within the SM, flavor-physics 
refers to the weak and Yukawa 

interactions



!!!
Flavor physics can predicted New Physics before it’s directly 
observed	

!
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The Role of Flavor Physics (historical)	

!!!
Flavor physics can predicted New Physics before it’s directly 
observed	

!• smallness of                         prediction of charm quark     

• the size of                    charm mass prediction 

• The measurement of               prediction of the third generation 

• the size of                    prediction of top mass (~150 GeV) 81` 

• The measurement of neutrino flavor transitions led to the 
discovery of neutrino masses.!!!
Flavor physics (CP Violation) predicts that there should be 
New Physics beyond the SM:	

!



Flavor Physics (current issues): The Baryon Asymmetry  
(“otherwise we would not be here”) 

• Antimatter disappeared from 
the Universe: nb/s ≈ 0!

• Matter has survived: nb/s ∼ 10-10!

• The baryon asymmetry can be 
dynamically generated 
(‘baryogenesis’) provided that!

1. Baryon number is violated!

2. CP and C are violated!

3. Departure from thermal 
equilibrium

-

CP Violation from the SM (via CKM phase) 
cannot produce large enough baryon 

asymmetry  
=> There must exist sources of CPV 

beyond the SM



!!!
Flavor physics can predicted New Physics before it’s directly 
observed	

!
!!!
Flavor physics (CP Violation) predicts that there should be 
New Physics beyond the SM	
!!!
SM flavor problem: hierarchy of masses and mixing angles; why 
neutrinos are different	


Flavor Physics (current issues) 	




!!!
SM flavor problem: hierarchy of masses and mixing angles; why 
neutrinos are different	


Flavor Puzzle (hierarchy) vs. Fine-tuning (naturalness)	


Is it fine tuned?
!!!
Technically it’s still natural: according to the definition of 
t’Hooft, a parameter is natural if there is an enhanced 
symmetry when the parameter is set to zero	

!!!
If we set fermion masses to zero, we will see that there will be 
enhanced global U(3)5 symmetries	

 	
 !!!

flavor sector is tunned, but not fine-tuned!



Flavor Structure of the SM



Flavor Structure of the SM

Before the EWSB: accidental 
global symmetry; it just follows 
from SM field contents and 
gauge symmetries

violated by the Yukawa couplings of the fermions 
to!

the Higgs field

generation index

U(3) flavor-independent phase: U(3)5!

U(N)=SU(N)xU(1)



Flavor Structure of the SM!!!
U(3)5 symmetry is broken by the Yukawa terms; most general, 
gauge invariant and renormalizable interactions of Higgs and 
matter fields

!!!
The Yukawa matrix, Yf : arbitrary 3x3 complex matrix!!!
After the EWSB, Yukawa terms provide masses to fermions. 
(QL → uL and dL)!!!
If Yf is not diagonal, flavor is violated
!!!
If Yf carries a phase, CP is violated

LY ukawa = �Y ij
u Q̄i

L�̃u
j
R � Y ij

d Q̄i
L�d

j
R � Y ij

e L̄i
L�e

j
R



Flavor Structure of the SM
!!!
CP Violation from Yukawa terms: a “hand-waving” argument:	

!
Since the Lagrangian is hermitian, 

!!!
This is not a full story, since we have a choice for basis, but the 
basic idea follows from it

!!!
CP is violated if Y ij 6= Y ij⇤

LY ukawa � �Y ij
d Q̄i

L�d
j
R � Y ji⇤

d d̄jR�
†Qi

L!!!
Under the CP transformation,

LY ukawa � �Y ij
d d̄iR�

†Qj
L � Y ji⇤

d Q̄j
L�d

i
R



Flavor Structure of the SM

!!!
Gauge principle allows arbitrary generation changing 
interactions, since fermions of different generations have equal 
gauge charges!

!!!
We have seen this for the global symmetries for kinetic terms

LY ukawa = �Y ij
u Q̄i

L�̃u
j
R � Y ij

d Q̄i
L�d

j
R � Y ij

e L̄i
L�e

j
R

!!!
Usually such couplings are eliminated by field redefinitions 
(unitary rotation in generation space):

 i ! U ij j



Flavor Structure of the SM
!!!
We can diagonalize Yukawa matrices using bi-unitary 
transformations, e.g.:

�d =

0

@
yd 0 0
0 ys 0
0 0 yb

1

A

unitary

!!!
fermion masses are generated with mf = yfv/

p
2

!!!
Under the following field redefinition, we can diagonalize the 
mass matrices (moving from the interaction basis to the mass 
basis): eL →VL eL

e eR →VR eR
e

uL →VL uL
u uR →VR uR

u

dL →VL dL
d dR →VR dR

d

ūL Mu uR + d̄L Md dR
V d†
L V d

LV u†
L V u

L V u†
R V u

R V d†
R V d

R u’Lmass =VL uLinteraction
ū0

LMdiag
u u0

R + d̄0LM
diag
d d0R

Yd = V d
L�dV

d†
R



Flavor Structure of the SM

!!!
The coupling to neutral gauge boson (ɣ, Z, g) is not modified 
by this field redefinition

eL →VL eL
e eR →VR eR

e

uL →VL uL
u uR →VR uR

u

dL →VL dL
d dR →VR dR

d

!!!
The absence of FCNC for ɣ and g is due to the gauge invariance.
!!!
The absence of tree-level FCNC for Z (gauge inv. is broken) is from 
different reason: Q = T3 + Y . In the SM all quarks with the same 
electric charge Q also have the same T3 and therefore also the same Y. 
Z coupling only depends on these quantities =>Z coupling is	

universal for each of the up-type and down-type quarks for SM

Adding quarks of different irreps 
generate tree level 
FCNC Z couplings

L� ⇠ d̄i�ijdj ! d̄k(Vd)ki�ij(V
†
d )jldl ⇠ d̄i�ijdj



Flavor Structure of the SM

!!!
The coupling to neutral gauge boson (ɣ, Z, g) is not modified 
by this field redefinition

eL →VL eL
e eR →VR eR

e

uL →VL uL
u uR →VR uR

u

dL →VL dL
d dR →VR dR

d

!!!
The absence of FCNC for Higgs:!!!
Alignment: Higgs couplings to the fermions are aligned with the mass 
matrices, since Yukawa coupling is proportional to fermion masses 
matrices => Higgs coupling is diagonal in the mass basis => if 
multiple higgses, than generically FCNC (usual two higgs doublet is 
exception ~ like single higgs for each up and down sector)

Y ij
d Q̄i�dj ! Y ij

d Q̄i(v + i h)dj



Flavor Structure of the SM

!!!
The coupling to neutral gauge boson (ɣ, Z, g) is not modified 
by this field redefinition

eL →VL eL
e eR →VR eR

e

uL →VL uL
u uR →VR uR

u

dL →VL dL
d dR →VR dR

d

!!!
In SM, FCNC is only via loop effect

!!!
FCNC suppressed by loop, GIM, CKM

Vus ⇠ Vcd ⇠ 0.22



Flavor Structure of the SM

!!!
The coupling to neutral gauge boson (ɣ, Z, g) is not modified 
by this field redefinition

eL →VL eL
e eR →VR eR

e

uL →VL uL
u uR →VR uR

u

dL →VL dL
d dR →VR dR

d
The point is that we cannot have YU, YD and the 
couplings to the W diagonal at the same basis 

!
=>In the mass basis, flavor is violated by W 

interaction!
!!!
But, the rotation modifies the coupling to charged gauge 
boson (W)

LW ⇠ ūi
L�ijd

j
L ! ūk

L(V
u
L )ki�ij(V

d†
L )jldlL ⇠ ūi

L(VCKM)ijd
j
L

VCKM = V u
L V d†

L



CKM matrix:

!!!
VCKM is unitary by construction!!!
Unitary 3x3 matrix V can by parameterized by	

3 Euler angles and 6 phases!!!
Not all phases are observable, since under phase 
redefinitions qL→eiϕq qL of the quark fields:

!!!
5 of 6 phases can be eliminated by suitable choices of phase 
differences! (“Unphysical” parameters are those that can be 
set to zero by a basis rotation)

VCKM = V u
L V d†

L



How many physically relevant parameters?
!!
Quark Sector
!!

Number of parameters contained in the Yukawa 
matrices Yu and Yd is:   2 x 3 x 3 x 2 = 36

!!
The unitary symmetries UQ, Uu Ud (untitary 3 x 3 
matirces) are the subset of quark field redefinitions:  
degree of freedom = 3 x 3 x 3 = 27!!
Baryon number is a symmetry of the Yukawa 
Lagrangian, so it cannot be used to diagonalize the 
mass matrices => 1 less degree of freedom

!
Number of physical parameters:	


      (2 x 3 x 3 x 2) - (3 x 3 x 3 - 1) = 10
(Total # of parameter) - (# of broken generators) = # of physical parameter



How many physically relevant parameters?
!!
Quark Sector
!!

Number of parameters contained in the Yukawa 
matrices Yu and Yd is:   2 x 3 x 3 x 2 = 36

!!
The unitary symmetries UQ, Uu Ud (untitary 3 x 3 
matirces) are the subset of quark field redefinitions:  
degree of freedom = 3 x 3 x 3 = 27!!
Baryon number is a symmetry of the Yukawa 
Lagrangian, so it cannot be used to diagonalize the 
mass matrices => 1 less degree of freedom

!
Number of physical parameters:	


         (2 x 3 x 3 x 2) - (3 x 3 x 3 - 1) = 10
(Total # of parameter) - (# of broken generators) = # of physical parameter

10 physical parameters = 
!
         6 quark masses 
          + 4 parameters  from the CKM matrix  
!
               - 3 mixing angles (the orthogonal part of the mixing) 
               - One phase (CP violating)



CKM matrix:

VCKM = V u
L V d†

L



CKM matrix:
!!!
Form of  V is not unique



CKM matrix:
!!!
Form of V is not unique: a very useful one is due to 
Wolfenstein (1983):

V ⌘

0

@
Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb

1

A '

0

@
1� �2/2 � A�3(⇢� i⌘)

�� 1� �2/2 A�2

A�3(1� ⇢� i⌘) �A�2 1

1

A

+O(�4)

The flavor parameters span 
many order magnitudes 

and have a clear hierarchy.  
why? Is it natural?



The Unitarity Triangle
!!!
For i≠k this gives 6 triangle relations.

!!
Unitarity relation                                     :                         

(e.g.                                              )
Unitarity triangle is a geometrical presentation of 3 complex 
numbers adds up to zero                                         

=> 3 vectors in complex plane form a triangle

(i≠k)u=Vui* Vuk

t=Vti* Vtk

c=Vci* Vck

area = J/2
𝛼

𝛽

𝛾

Rescale by the c size and rotated

𝛼

𝛾 𝛽
(0,0) (1,0)

(𝜌,𝜂)- -



The Unitarity Triangle
λ known from K → πℓν!
A known from b → cℓν
Many observables are f(ρ, η):!
b → uℓν ⇒ ∝ |Vub/Vcb|2 !

                          ∝ ρ2 + η2!

ΔmBd/ΔmBs  ⇒ ∝ |Vtd/Vts|2 !

                               ∝ (1 − ρ)2 + η2!

SψKS  ⇒ 2η(1-ρ)/ ((1-ρ)2+η2)!

Sρρ(α)!
ADK(γ)!
ϵK

LHCb: Measure asymmetries in B-decay:



Discrete Symmetries

Any Local Lorentz invariant QFT conserves CPT!
!

No theoretical reason for C, P or T to be conserved 
separately!
!
In the SM the weak interaction breaks them all.!
!

Any chiral theory break C and P (QED and QCD are 
vectorial and so preserve P and C separately).!
!

The condition for CP violation is more complicated: a 
phase in the Lagrangian

C, P, T



Discrete Symmetries
!!!
Parity, P:

!!!
The vector and axial-vector fields transform as	


!

!

Left-handed components of fermions transform 
into right-handed ones and vice-versa.

(~x, t) ! (�~x, t)

e�L $ e�R

!!!
Charge Conjugation, C:

!!!
!!!

Under C, the currents transform as:

e�R $ e+R



Discrete Symmetries: CP
!!!
CP: e�L $ e+R!!!

Under CP, the currents transform as:

!!!
For a charged current interaction:

!!!
Under CP,  the above transforms to:

A symmetry between a particle and its anti-particle



Discrete Symmetries: CP
!!!
CP: e�L $ e+R!!!

Under CP, the currents transform as:

!!!
For a charged current interaction:

!!!
Under CP,  the above transforms to:

In the SM, CP is violated only if VCKM is complex: 
!

=> at least 3 generations for CPV => third generation 
was predicted and found! 

!
(Nobel Prize for Kobayashi and Maskawa, 2008`)

A symmetry between a particle and its anti-particle



Discrete Symmetries: CP
!!!
CP: e�L $ e+R!!!

CP is violated if

!!!
It is a very small effect in nature, and thus 
sensitive to new physics!!!
In the SM it is closely related to flavor

A symmetry between a particle and its anti-particle

!!!
We do not discuss the strong CP problem that 
is not directly related to flavor



1964 discovery of CP violation 
If CP is a good symmetry:  
• Mass eigenstates = CP eigenstates 
• Two neutral kaon states: KS = KCP=+, KL = KCP=- 
•  KS ⇒ ππ, KL⇏ ππ 
1964, Cronin and Fitch: 
• Experimental discovery of KL ⇒ ππ

CP Violation
Is anti-matter the exact mirror of matter?



1964 discovery of CP violation 
If CP is a good symmetry:  
• Mass eigenstates = CP eigenstates 
• Two neutral kaon states: KS = KCP=+, KL = KCP=- 
•  KS ⇒ ππ, KL⇏ ππ 
1964, Cronin and Fitch: 
• Experimental discovery of KL ⇒ ππ

CP Violation

Since then, many CPV observables

But CP violation observed so far is too small by a factor of 10-16 

to explain the absence of anti-matter
BSM must exist. But at which scale?

Is anti-matter the exact mirror of matter?



!!!
Flavor physics can predicted New Physics before it’s directly 
observed	

!
!!!
Flavor physics (CP Violation) predicts that there should be 
New Physics beyond the SM	
!!!
SM flavor problem: hierarchy of masses and mixing angles; why 
neutrinos are different	
!!!
NP flavor problem: TeV scale (hierarchy problem)  << flavor & 
CPV scale

Clues for the subtle structure of the NP?

Flavor Physics (current issues) 	




!!!
NP flavor problem: TeV scale (hierarchy problem)  << flavor & 
CPV scale

What kind of new physics can survive?

Flavor Physics (current issues) 	




Summary
• In the SM, fermions come in 3 generations of quarks and leptons; 

flavor physics is all about them 

• Flavor is violated by the charged current weak interactions only; 
unique structure and  prediction 

• There is no FCNC at tree level. Not trivial, and very important for 
New Physics 

• All flavor violation is from the CKM matrix 

• CPV in SM is small, and comes from flavor 

• Often we have seen the indirect evidence of New particles in flavor 
physics before directly discovering them


